
Monday 
Term 4, Week Two

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 
How are you feeling today?

(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

Your turn to say thank you… 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 
Thank you for 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uzynHWxn5Q


ENGLISH
The following slides are 
your morning session 

activities. 



Spelling:  

This week we are looking at works that make a z sound. Z sounds can look like 
this in words:                            

Brainstorm at least 4 words in each column that make this sound. Use google to 
help you or your spelling words on the next slide.

z zz s se

zebra dazzle desert emphasise 



Spelling words Type your spelling words and underline or highlight the 
sound blends that make the ‘z’ sound.

lose
enclose
desert
grease
freeze
dazzling
excuse
cause
adviser
disease
position
anxiety
scissors
desirable
organise
apologise
exercise
sausages
applause

lose



Reading and Writing  

Learning Intention: 
Distinguish the 
difference between 
fact and opinion. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIyt5pEcE_g






Go through the text on Zebras and write at 
least 7 facts and opinions in each column 

Facts about Zebras Opinions about Zebras

- - 



Fact Vs. Opinion 

Answer: Answer: 



Answer: 

1.

2.



Answer: 

1.

2.



Dear Diary, 



1st Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=b

rain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


MATHS
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides 



-100

+100

-5000

+5000

-1050

+1050

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem



8x
56 64

16

32

24 8

40

12

80

48

Drag the 
correct 
answer in the 
multiplication 
wheel

72



Multiplication: Choose a list you don’t know. Read, Write and Repeat 3 Times with 

3 different numbers. 



Lesson 
Learning Intention:

● To identify and understand number lines 

● To recognise the location of negative numbers in relation to zero on a number line 

● Maths consolidating games online

MATHS FOCUS 



MATHS FOCUS 

Integers can be represented on the 
number line. On a number line, the 
positive numbers are to the right of 
zero and the negative numbers are 
to the left of zero. An integer on 
the horizontal number line is greater 
than the number on its left and less 
than the number on its right.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOFPSOEklDo


MATHS FOCUS - plotting 
Negative integers

Positive integers



MATHS FOCUS - finding integers 

Question 1 is done for you. 
Using the line you can see 2 units left 
of 3 is 1. 

Question 2 is done for you. 
Using the number line you can see 
that 4 units to the left of -4 is -8. 

4 units to the left 3  units to the left



MATHS FOCUS - Missing integers 

Negative integers

Positive integers

Write in 
the 
empty 
spaces



2nd Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=b

rain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Personal 
Development, 
Health and 
Physical 
Education
Learning Intention: 
Examine the influence of emotional 
responses on behaviour and relationships

Success Criteria:

- Discuss how positive and negative 
emotions can have an impact on 
relationships

- Suggest positive ways of responding 
to negative emotions in a given 
scenario

Effects of Emotions and Cyberbullying 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/kids/I-want-help-with/someone-is-being-mean-to-me-online


Positive Emotions Negative Emotions

Using the table below, brainstorm a list of positive and negative emotions.

PDHPE Activity



PDHPE Activity

Positive Emotions Negative Emotions

Reflecting on your list of emotions, identify actions and behaviours a 
person might have when feeling these emotions.
For example: jump around, smile and  hug people or they might feel happy too, they might feel 
cared for and they might show some kindness back.



PDHPE Activity 

 We can use positive coping strategies to help us feel better or help us 
think clearer to make better decisions.

Physical activities to help lift your 
mood.

● Exercise 
● Sport
● Dance 
● Active play to help lift your mood 

Self-Calming activities to calm you 
down.

● Drawing 
● Meditation
● Listen to soothing music 
● Taking a shower 
● Mindfulness 

Social activities to connect with 
others

● Playing with others 
● Seeking help
● Video gaming 
● Playing board games 



PDHPE Activity 

Task: What does Cyberbullying look like?
Read the following examples of cyberbullying and complete the research task on the following slide:

● hurtful messages, comments or images
● messages, posts or comments that say someone will 

do something mean
● leaving you out or ignoring you online 
● spreading lies about you online
● creating fake online profiles in someone’s name to 

trick you
● sharing something online that can hurt you or make 

you feel bad, like a picture you don’t want anyone to 
see

● threatening to share something online that will hurt 
you or make you feel bad

● making you feel very sad, very scared or very upset

Research Task: 
Choose an example of cyberbullying 
and create a brief scenario around 
the example:

Explain:
What happened?
Who did it happen to?
Negative emotions that were felt?



PDHPE Activity

What does Cyberbullying look like?
Cyberbullying Scenario:

What happened?

Who did it happen to?

Negative emotions that 
were felt?



Tuesday 
Term 4, Week two

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

Please complete your morning check in on Google Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64QzBuhsyuk


ENGLISH
The following slides are your 

morning session activities. 



Spelling:  

This weeks spelling phoneme (sound) is “ew” (pronounced yoo) - this can be 
look like any of these letter combinations in a word: 

Brainstorm words that you can think of that have an “ew” sound. Try to get at 
least 3-5 in each column. Use Google.com to help you if you get stuck! 

choose dew avenue excuse juicy
humorous 



Spelling:  

Spelling words Look, cover, write, check Define the following words:

lose
enclose
desert
grease
freeze
dazzling
excuse
cause
adviser
disease
position
anxiety
scissors
desirable
organise
apologise
exercise
sausages
applause

 

Auxiliary

Supposition

Civilised

Embezzle



Reading: Good readers make 

predictions. 

Read the following text and answerthe 

questions.   



Answers: 

1.

2.

3.

4.





Writing  

Answer:



Read the report 
on Bonsai trees. 
If the text is too 
small, click the 
audio. 



Answer the questions on the next slide. 

If you did not know the meaning to any of these words, please google their definition. Good 
readers understand by knowing word meaning. 



1. Which statement in an opinion?
A) bonsai is a tree trained through pruning to grow in a confined space.
B) The word ‘bonsai’ is of Japanese origin.
C) The tree is shaped by wiring the trunk and branches.
D) Bonsai can be difficult to care for. 

2. Which sentence is a fact?
a) Many people enjoy keeping bonsai plants indoors.
b) Some bonsai look like magnificent bent, gnarled, old trees. 
c) Pine, elm and fig are examples of trees used to develop bonsai. 
d) You must be a cleaver gardener to develop a bonsai?

3. Read this sentence and write one fact and one opinion. 
“Watering is probably the trickiest thing to work out because of the limited space the roots grow 
in”

Use the text to help you write a fact and opinion about this statement: 

Fact: 

Opinion: 



Dear Diary, Tell your teacher what you are most 
excited about for Term 4! 



1st Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+fo

r+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


MATHS
Complete your mathematics  activities on the 

following slides 



-100

+100

-5000

+5000

-1050

+1050

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
10,683

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

10,683 Panther fans attended the NRL Grand Final in Queensland 
this year. If 18,742 supporters in total attended the event, how 
many Rabbitohs supporters were there?



8x
64 48

8

36

32 80

72

16

40

24

Drag the 
correct answer 
into the 
multiplication 
wheel

54 56



Lesson 
Learning Intention:

● To recognise the location of negative numbers in relation to zero on a number line  

MATHS FOCUS 



Use this number line to fill in the numbers counting backwards from 2.

Use this number line to fill in the numbers counting backwards from - 4.

2

-4 -3





 Hint: The further away from 0, the 
smaller the negative number is. For 
example -1 is bigger than -8



Draw an empty number line on spare paper to help 

you work out this problem. 

 Using a number line with -$50 at one end and +$50 at other, follow the prompts to solve the following problems: 

1. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  +$10,  I  spend  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 

2. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  +$10,  I  deposit  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 

3. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  -$10,  I  spend  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 

4. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  -$10,  I  deposit  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now?  
5. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  $10,  I  do  the  opposite  of  depositing  $20.  
6. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  $10,  I  do  the  opposite  of  spending  $20 

7. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  -$10,  I  do  the  opposite  of  depositing  $20. 

8. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  -$10,  I  do  the  opposite  of  spending  $20

- 50   -40   -30   -20   -10   0   10   20   30   40   50  

Hint: Deposit 
means add/put 

money INTO 
the bank.



2nd Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


KLA: Geography - Antarctica! 

This term we’ll be looking at what special connections Australia has with 
other countries. Watch this video about Antarctica and make a list of 
words below to represent what you saw in the video.

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/395-antarctica


KLA: Geography - Antarctica! 

Looking at this NASA image of the Earth’s city lights, what do you notice 
about the continent of Antarctica and what do you think this means?

https://assets.inquisitive.com/NASA%20world%20city%20lights%20image?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJmaWxlbmFtZSI6Ik5BU0Egd29ybGQgY2l0eSBsaWdodHMgaW1hZ2UiLCJmaWxlS2V5IjoiOWliQUc0bmxsdFBCQ0htdDZhd2RuVHF0bmdROVQ4WkYucG5nIiwidXNlcklkIjo5MTE3LCJhc3NldFR5cGUiOiJpbWFnZSIsImludGVybmFsSWQiOjE3NzcsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdElkIjoyNTQsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdFR5cGUiOiJzdGltdWx1c21hdGVyaWFsIiwiaWF0IjoxNTkwNDc3MDM4fQ.RaAmAohMVeOfsNoyW1HitjVoY_isiG_WQuaHhgCOmlA


KLA: Geography - Antarctica! 

Find a map of Antarctica, including the territories “owned” by the seven countries 
(see the example map  below.) Then draw your own freehand version, with the 
territories included. Include the North Point, map title, oceans, seas, and islands.

https://www.antarctica.gov.au/about-antarctica/law-and-treaty/history/antarctic-territorial-claims/#group


Wednesday 
Term 4, Week Two

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 
Please complete your morning check in on Google 

Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

Earth, our world, has so many things that we 
can see touch, hear and see. 

Watch the video for 5 minutes and write down 
3 things you can see see that you are grateful 
for (Does not have to be in the video)

●
●
●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v2L2UGZJAM


ENGLISH

The following slides are 
your morning session 

activities. 



Spelling  

● Position
● Anxiety
● Scissors
● Desirable
● Organise
● Apologise
● Exercise
● Sausages
● Applause

● Lose
● Enclose
● Desert
● Grease
● Freeze
● Dazzling
● Excuse
● Cause
● Adviser
● Disease

Across Down

1. A oily substance
3. Influenza and COVID-19 
are a form of a 
5. To give a reason
7. If you don’t win or 
draw, you ____
9. You cook it on the 
BBQ

2. A person who gives 
advice
4. The Sahara ______
6. You use these to cut 
paper
8. You give this at the 
end of a show
10. _____ and effect

Let’s do a crossword puzzle! Using the clues below and your knowledge of your spelling words, fill in the crossword 
puzzle on the next page



S
p
e
ll
in

g
  

1. 2. 4.

3. 6.

8.

5.

10. 7.

9.



Reading: 
Fantastic readers infer whilst reading. 

Read the following text and answer the 

questions on the next page.  



What time of the year is it? 

What were the clues from the 

text?

Is this the first time Sundai has met 

this someone or something? What 

were the clues from the text?



Draw what you think 

this someone or 

something is



Writing  

Watch the following video 
about Informative Writing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53L-5zE7Ibw


Writing  

Title

Classification (Introduce your topic)
For example: What is the animal or who is the person?

Description

Conclusion
(Add a personal comment, if you would like)

Examples could be: Appearance, achievements, features, size, habitat, diet, 
family, characteristics, legacy and other facts

Note: Use a different paragraph for each different topic

We use the following structure in most informative writing

Really important 
part as it organises 
the rest



Writing  

Let’s explore the structure of Informative Writing in ‘Spider’

TITLE

Introduction/
Cassliciation

Habitat



Writing  

size

Body features

Legs

Diet



W
r
it
in

g
  

Your task is now to work out the structure of the two texts ‘Tropical 
Cyclones’ and ‘Butterfly’



W
r
it
in

g
  



Dear Diary, Write about your hero! 



1st Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain

+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


MATHS
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides 



-100

+100

-5000

+5000

-1050

+1050

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
2 394

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

Ross has stated that 2 394 days from the 22nd November, it will 
be his birthday in 2029. What is the day and month of this 
birthday?

Remember, there are 365 days in every year except for leap 
years, where there are 366 days, which occurs every 4 years. Our 
next leap year is in 2024.



9x
81 90

54

37

36 63

72

45

27

9

Drag the 
correct answer 
into the 
multiplication 
wheel

62 18



Lesson 

Learning Intention:
● To compare a range of data displays to determine the 

most appropriate display for particular sets of data

MATHS FOCUS 



What is Data? 

Data is a collection of information

First the information is gathered by 
observation, questioning or measurement.

After, data is organised in graphs or charts 
for analysis and may include facts, numbers 
or measurements. For example:



Organisation + Presentation

Each data display is used 
for a particular reason. 
Let’s look at some 
together



Line Graph Table

Line graphs are used to 
track changes over short 
and long periods of time

Tables are used to organize 
data that is too detailed or 
complicated to be described 
adequately in the text



Column Graph Box Plot

Column charts are typically 
used to compare several 
items in a specific range of 
values. 

A boxplot is a graph that gives 
you a good indication of how the 
values in the data are spread out



Pie Chart Scatter Plot

 Pie charts can be used to 
show percentages of a whole, 
and represents percentages at 
a set point in time

A scatter plot (aka scatter 
chart, scatter graph) uses dots 
to represent values for two 
different numeric variables



1. Finding the most favourite 
ice cream in Stage 3

2. Finding the time where ice is 
melted

3. Percentage of people when 
it comes to liking different 
types of books

4. Temperature of 12 months 
for 20 years

5. How much products are 
produced monthly in 2010?

which graph is the best to be used for representing 

this data? Explain your thinking

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



2nd Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain

+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


 Science & Technology

Over centuries, we have had many scientists, engineers, mathematicians and IT professionals who have discovered 
life changing items, like Black Holes and Gravity. They are still making discoveries.

Choose one of the following videos to learn more about one

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrVVvXOIwQc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psMy-F8Llpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjoYbsvUoO4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIP0lYrdirI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4j_LpKzcZQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q49DnoSTV6E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBbVbqRvqTM


TERM 4
Energy + 
Forces

This term, we are going 
to learn more about our 
role as Scientist in the 
field of Energy and 
Forces. We are learning 
about Energy (Like Heat 
Energy), and Force 
(Push and Pull). 

Write down all that you 
know about in the yellow 
and questions you might 
have in green

S
c
ie

n
c
e
 a

n
d
 T

e
c
h
n
o

lo
g
y
 



Thursday
Term 4, Week Two

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

Sometimes being kind to 
someone, can change a 
person’s life for the good! 

Write down 3 ways you 
could be kind to someone;

1.
2.
3.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAo4-2UzgPo


ENGLISH

The following slides are 
your morning session 

activities. 



Spelling:    

● Choose a spelling word to put into each sentence!

 

lose
enclose
desert
grease
freeze
dazzling
excuse
cause
adviser
disease
position
anxiety
scissors
desirable
organise
apologise
exercise
sausages
applause

● The crowd erupted into a_______ .
● Tom used the _______ to cut the paper.
● The water was so cold it began to f_____.
● It is important to get outside and e______ each day!
● The fireworks were just d_______!
● I rang the restaurant to o_______ plans for dinner!
● The mechanic was covered from head to toe in g_____!
● Our immune system helps in the fight against d______.
● Mum cooked my favourite dinner mashed potatoes and s______
● Our coach told us we were winners whether we win or l___ !



Reading...    

 



Reading...    

 



Reading / writing ...   

 

Answer here;
1.
2.
3.Use line tool !
4.



writing !    

 

You are going to plan and write a short information report on YOURSELF!
Your report should include;
-Introduction
_Appearance
-Family
-Schooling
-Greatest Achievement or memory (so far…)

Read through this example Information report plan.

Introduction- Mr Kemp, age = 35, human, school teacher.
Appearance- Male, approx. 186cm, curly blonde hair.
Family- Mum, dad, and a brother and a sister.
Schooling- Primary school, High school, University. 
Greatest Achievement or memory (so far)- Completing Uni + Becoming a school teacher

← EXAMPLE PLAN!



From Plan 2 Paragraphs    
● Introduction- Mr Kemp, age = 35, human, school teacher.
● Mr Kemp is a thirty-five year old school teacher from Australia. As far as 

we know he is a human. He often plays music and golf.
● Appearance- Male, approx. 186cm, curly blonde hair.
● Mr Kemp is a male approximately 186cm tall. He has blonde hair which is curly 

and sometimes messy! He has also been observed wearing a hat!
● Family- Mum, dad, and a brother and a sister.
● Mr Kemp’s family include his mother and father and one brother and sister. 

Mr Kemp is the eldest of his siblings.
● Schooling- Primary school, High school, University. 
● Mr Kemp went to Primary school before going to High School. Many years 

later he went to University to study to become a school teacher.
● Greatest Achievement or memory (so far)- Completing Uni + Becoming a 

school teacher.
● Mr Kemp lists completing his university degree and becoming a school 

teacher as his greatest achievement so far! 

 

Now see as I begin 
to turn my plan 
into paragraphs. 
Turning dot points 
into full sentences.
You need to write 
in ‘third person’. 

SO you need to 
kind of pretend 
you are someone 
else writing about 
yourself…!   



Your turn !     

 

OK ….So first just write some points for each of these; 
Introduction- 
Appearance-
Family-
Schooling-
Greatest Memory/
Achievement-

Ok GOOD JOB! Now write your points into full sentences and paragraphs. Remember to try to write in 
third person perspective. (Like a nature documentary!)

Introduction- 

Appearance-



Your turn !     

 

Keep going writing your points into sentences / paragraphs !

Schooling-

Greatest Memory/ achievement-

Well Done! YOu have completed an information report all about YOU! 



1st Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=b

rain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


MATHS
Complete your mathematics  activities on the 

following slides 



-100

+100

-5000

+5000

-1050

+1050

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
1979

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

George was born in 1979. His sister was born eight years before 
him, and his brother born three years after he was. If George is 
46, how old is his sister?

How old is his brother?



Maths Mentals
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Maths Mentals
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.



Bar Graph & Column Graph
Look at the two graphs.
Notice the data is displayed as a BAR 
graph on the left…
And as a COLUMN graph on the right

1. Which month had the most 
student’ birthdays?

2. How many student’ birthdays 
were there in May?

3. How many student’ birthdays 
were there in the first three 
months of the year?

1.
2.
3.



Column Graph
Look at the graph showing ‘Nicest fruit’ …

Answer the questions below:

1. Which fruit was least popular?
2. How many people considered orange 

to be the ‘nicest fruit’?
3. How many people though that 

Bananas were the nicest fruit?
4. What do you notice about the colours 

used to represent the fruit? 

1.
2.
3.
4.



Column Graph
School supplies graph (average per desk)

Look at this column graph.

1. How many erasers were at each desk? 
2. How many pens and pencils were at 

each desk?
3. If there were 6 desks in the classroom, 

how many pencils would there be in 
total in the classroom?

1.
2.
3.



2nd Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=b

rain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Elements of Dance 
Dance involves performing, composing 

and appreciating through the 
elements of action, dynamics, time, 
space, relationships and structure.

Watch the introduction to the elements of 
dance. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgVKfTkwU1U


ELements of dance



ELements of dance



Dance time!

While you dance along to the video 
have a think about which elements of 

dance you may notice with this 
routine ???

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bI7QZHzva-E


Friday
Term 4, Week Two

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 
How are you feeling today?

(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

This is our second week 
back for Term 4. 
Write down 3 things you 
have noticed this week that 
you are grateful for

1.
2.
3.



ENGLISH

The following slides are 
your morning session 

activities. 



Spelling    

 

Spelling words Write 10 sentences with an adjective in each. An adjective describes a noun (Place, thing or person).

 Lose
 Enclose
 Desert
 Grease
 Freeze
 Dazzling
 Excuse
 Cause
 Adviser
 Disease
 Position
 Anxiety
 Scissors
 Desirable
 Organise
 Apologise
 Exercise
 Sausages
 Applause



Word  score

Total

Word  score

Total

S E

U

S E O

CA

X

R G

N I

D

VT



Reading: 
Fantastic readers 

infer whilst reading. 

Read the following 

text and answer the 

questions on the 

next page.  



Who or what has caused the 

destruction in the house? What 

were the clues from the text?

How does Rory feel? What were the 

clues from the text?



Draw what you think 

this someone or 

something is



Writing

Write an informative response to the 
following Pobble 365 image: 

The Bears

What emotion is one of the bears 
feeling? Write a recount about a time 
you had that same feeling. Make sure 
you stay true

https://www.pobble365.com/canine-catastrophe/


Writing: Pobble 365 informative writing



1st Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain

+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


MATHS
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides 



-100

+100

-5000

+5000

-1050

+1050

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
-15

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

Beatrice’s calculator broke. The buttons 1, 5, 0 cannot get to -15. 
How can you make it to -15?



11x

111 110

66

33

77 55

122

88

132

44

Drag the 
correct answer 
into the 
multiplication 
wheel

121 99

11 22



Lesson 

Learning Intention:
● To recognise the location of negative numbers 

in relation to zero on a number line
● To compare a range of data displays to 

determine the most appropriate display for 
particular sets of data 

MATHS FOCUS 



MATHS FOCUS - finding integers 

6 units left to 5 is...

12 units right to -3 is...

4 units left to 1 is...

4 units right to 6 is...

19 units left to 10 is...

4 units right to -10 is...



Draw an empty number line on spare paper to help 

you work out this problem. 

 Using a number line with -$50 at one end and +$50 at other, follow the prompts to solve the following problems: 
1. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  +$20,  I  spend  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 

2. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  +$5,  I  deposit  $10.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 
3. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  ‐$10,  I  spend  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now? 
4. Starting  with  a  bank  balance  of  ‐$0,  I  deposit  $20.   What  is  my  bank  balance  now?  

- 50   -40   -30   -20   -10   0   10   20   30   40   50  

Hint: Deposit 
means add/put 

money INTO 
the bank.



Look at the graph.
Notice the data is displayed as a 
COLUMN graph on the left…

1. Which month had the most 
student’ birthdays?

2. How many student’ birthdays 
were there in June compared to 
December?

3. How many student’ birthdays 
were there in the last three 
months of the year?

4. Why did the person choose a 
column graph instead of a pie 
graph?

1.
2.
3.
4.



2nd Break Time

Use this time to have a 30 minute break 
1. Have a snack

2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain

+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


KLA: Creative Arts: Visual Arts - Drawing 

You are going to draw one 
scary monster~

Feel free to change the 
colours, add a nice 
background or even add 
anything extra!

Have Fun and post your 
picture on the next slide!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0YWARxR348


KLA: Creative Arts: Visual Arts - Drawing (Insert image 

here) 



Thank you Stage 3

Turn-it-in, complete your 

learning journal and submit 

it. 

Have a great weekend, See you 

at 9am on monday!


